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A FORMULA FOR THE RESOLVENT OF (-A)m + M2m
WITH APPLICATIONS TO TRACE CLASS
PETER TAKÁC

ABSTRACT. We derive a formula for the resolvent of the elliptic operator
H = (-A)m + Mqm on Z-2(RN) in terms of bounded integral operators Sx
and T\ whose kernels we know explicitly. We use this formula to specify the
domain of the operator A\ = (H + \I)MP on ¿2(RJV), and to estimate the
Hilbert-Schmidt
norm of its inverse A^1, for A > 0. Finally we exploit the
last two results to prove a trace class criterion for an integral operator K on
L2(RN)-

0. Introduction.
It is quite common that the resolvent of an elliptic partial
differential operator can be represented as an integral operator. Our main result
is a simple formula for the resolvent (H + A/)-1, A > 0, of the selfadjoint elliptic
operator H = (—A)m+M2m on L2(RN), where N > 1 and m > 1 are integers, A is
the Laplacian, and Mq denotes the operator of pointwise multiplication by a positive
continuous function q on R^. We state this formula as a part of our Theorem 1.3. It
conveys sufficient information about the kernel of the integral operator (H + XI)-1,
so that we can decide, after a short computation, whether the inverse A^"1 of the

(nonselfadjoint) closed operator A\ = (H + XI)MP on L2(RN) is Hilbert-Schmidt
or not. Here p is another positive continuous function on RN. In this manner we
obtain a Hilbert-Schmidt criterion for the operator A^1 which we state as Theorem
1.4. To complete our study of the operator A\ we identify its domain in Theorem
1.5. As an application of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 we formulate a trace class criterion
for an integral operator K on L2(RN) which we state as Theorem 1.6. In this
criterion we formulate sufficient conditions on the kernel k(x,y), x,y E RN, of the
integral operator K which imply that K is of trace class. These conditions require
that the kernel k(x,y) have both sufficient smoothness and decay at infinity with
respect to the x-variable. As a direct consequence of our Theorem 1.6, we state
Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8. The latter one shows overlapping between our results and
those of Kamp, Lorentz, and Rejto [9]. Finally we illustrate the optimality of our
trace class criterion with Example 1.9.
As for the organization

and methods of this paper, we state our main results as

Theorems 1.3 through 1.6 in §1.
In §2 we prove Proposition
1.2. To prove the boundedness on L2(RN) of the
integral operators Sx and Tx from Definition 1.1, we make use of a singular integral
method which involves basic facts about the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function.
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The reader is referred to the monograph by Stein [18]. We refer to Takáfi [21,
Proposition II. 2.3] for an alternative approach where it is proved that the operators
Sx and Tx are of Holmgren type.
In §3 we prove Theorem 1.3. To prove that the operator //0 = (—A)m + M2m
with domain D(H0) = Co°(RN) is essentially selfadjoint on L2(RN), we establish
the uniqueness of the solution u E L2(RN) of the adjoint equation (Hg + XI)u = f,
provided / E L2(RN) and A > 0 sufficiently large are given. This solution has the
form u = (/ - T\)~1S\f.
We divide the calculation of u into three steps.
In Step 1, in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we approximate the operator Hq+XI by
a family of operators of the same form with q(x)2m + X replaced by a constant r2m,
where r > 0. Note that these operators are both translation and rotation invariant.
A simple application of the Fourier transformation
shows that their inverses can
be calculated explicitly in terms of Bessel functions. This approximation idea was

suggested by Titchmarsh [23, §17.11, p. 179] in the case TV= 2 and m = 1 when
he estimated the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of (H + A/)-1.
In Step 2, in the proof of Proposition 3.3, we choose r to be a function of
xeRn,t
= tx(x) = (q(x)2m + Xy/2m. Given / E L2(RN) and A > 0 sufficiently
large, this choice enables us to compute every solution u E L2(RN) of the equation
(Hq + XI)u = / from another equation u = S\f + Txu.
In Step 3 we finish the proof of the essential selfadjointness of H0 and obtain the
desired formula (H + A/)-1 = (/ - F\)_1 S\ for the closure H of the operator H0,
whenever A > 0 is sufficiently large.
In §4 we prove Theorem 1.4. To find a necessary and sufficient condition for m,p

and q that the operator A^1 = M~l(H + XI)~l = M~lS^(I

- T^)"1 on L2(RN)

be Hilbert-Schmidt, we compute the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the integral operator
M~1Sx (whose kernel we know explicitly) in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Here S^
and Tx denote the adjoints of Sx and T\.
In §5 we prove Theorem

1.5. To specify the domain

of the operator

H, we prove

the boundedness on L2(RN) of the integral operator M2mSx in Proposition 5.1. To
specify the domain of Ax, we prove an isomorphism result for two weighted Sobolev
spaces which we state as Proposition 5.2.
In §6 we prove Theorem 1.6. We first factorize the integral operator K as
K = A~x~1(AxK) and then exploit the well-known fact that the product of two
Hilbert-Schmidt operators, A^"1 and AxK, is of trace class (cf. Kato [12, Chapter
X, §1.3, p. 521]). Namely, the smoothness and decay conditions imposed on the
kernel k(x,y) of K guarantee that also the product AxK is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator on L2(RN).
In §7 we suggest and discuss several possible generalizations of our results (cf.
Takaö [21]). We also compare our results to those already known. As for our
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, we refer to Otelbaev [15] (for TV = m = 1), Titchmarsh

[23, §17.11, p. 179] (for TV= 2, m = 1), and Triebel [24, §6.61, Theorem 1,
p. 423] for similar results in the case p = 1 on RN. These three authors require

that ç-'' E Li(RN) for some 7 > 0 (in addition to p = 1). We do not need this
restriction on q, but we impose stronger conditions on the growth of q and its
gradiant at infinity, i.e. we assume that logtj is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on
RN. As for our Theorem 1.6 (and Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8), we refer to Lorentz and
Rejto [13] and Kamp, Lorentz, and Rejto [9] for similar results in the case TV= 1,
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and p and q have polynomial growth. Another trace class criteria can be found
in Stinespring [20], Fabes, Liftman, and Riviere [4], Simon [17] and Birman and

Solomjak [1, Appendix 4].
In §8 (Appendix) we state two auxiliary results. The first one, Proposition
8.1, is a standard result for the Fourier transform G2m of the analytic function
[(27r|i/|)2m + l]~x of y E RN. The second one, Proposition, 8.2, is a simple technical
result.
It is a pleasure to thank Professors Fabes, Littman, McCarthy and Rejto for
valuable discussions.

1. Main results.
We introduce the following notation: Ck = Ck(RN) (k > 0
is an integer or k — oo) is the space of all functions /: RN —►
C which are fc-times
continuously differentiable; Cq = Cq(Rn) is the space of all compactly supported
functions from Ck. We endow Cq° = C0X'(RN) with the strict inductive limit

topology. D' - P'(RN) is the weak dual of C^; S = S(RN) is the space of all rapidly
decreasing functions from C°° endowed with the Fréchet topology; S' = S'(Rn) is
the weak dual of S. We denote by (•, •) and || ■||/,2 the inner product and norm in
L2 = L2(RN). B(L2) is the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on L2
endowed with the operator norm || • ||b(/_,2), and HS(L2) is the space of all HilbertSchmidt operators on L2 endowed with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm || ■\\hs{l2)We define the Fourier transformation 7 by

7f(x)=

[

Jrn

e-2™yf(y)dy,

xERN,

for all / E Li(RN), and extend it to an algebraic and topological isomorphism of
S' onto itself in a unique way (cf. Stein and Weiss [19]).
ASSUMPTIONS ON m,p AND q. Throughout this paper we will assume that
m > 1 is an integer, and p and q are positive functions on RN which satisfy p E C2m,

(1.1)

q0 = inf{q(x)\xERN}>0,

and both logp and logq are uniformly Lipschitz continuous functions on RN with
a Lipschitz constant C > 0.
We denote by G2m the Fourier transform of the function [(27r|2/|)2m + 1]_1 of

y E RN. By Proposition 8.1 we have G2m € C°°(RN \ {0}) l~lLi(RN).
To formulate our results we set
(1.2)

TX(x) = (q(x)2m + X)l'2m,

XERN,

A>0,

and introduce the following integral operators:
DEFINITION 1.1. Given A > 0, we define the functions
(1-3)

sx(x,y)

= rx(x)N-2mG2m(Tx(x)(x-y))

and
(1-4)

tx(x,y)

= sx(x,y)[q(x)2m

- q(y)2m]

of the variable (x, y) E RN x IR^, x ^ y. With these functions we formally associate
integral operators S\ and Tx on L2 defined by

(1-5)

Sxf(x)=

[

Jrn

sx(x,y)f(y)dy
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and

(1-6)

Txf(x)=

í

Jr-v

tx(x,y)f(y)dy,

for / E Cg0 and x E RN.
These operators have the following properties:

PROPOSITION 1.2.

Let m and q satisfy the assumptions stated above. Then

there exists a constant An. > 0 such that Sx,Tx
moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that

(1.7)

||SA||ñ(L2)<CA-\

E B(L2)

for all X > Xo, and

A>Ao,

and

(1.8)

WTxWb-íl^^CX-1'2™,

X>X0.

Given a linear operator from a linear space X into another linear space Y, we
denote by D(A) its domain and by R(A) its range.
Let m and q be as above. We define the operator Ho = (—A)m + M2m with
domain D(//n) = Cg0. Our main result can be stated as follows:
THEOREM 1.3. The operator Ho is a nonnegative and essentially selfadjoint
operator onL2. If H denotes the (nonnegative selfadjoint) closure of Ho, then there
exists a constant Ao > 0 such that the resolvent of H admits the representation

(1.9)

(H + XI)-1 = (I-Tx)-1Sx,

where (I-Tx)'1

X>Xo,

E B(L2).

Let H denote the closure of H0 on L2. Given A > 0, we define the operator

Ax = (H + XI)Mp with domain D(AA) = {f E L2\pf E D(/7)}.
THEOREM 1.4.

Let m,p and q satisfy the assumptions

stated above. Then the

operator A\ on L2 is densely defined and closed, and has a densely defined and
closed inverse A^1, for every A > 0. This inverse is Hilbert-Schmidt if and only if
m,p and q satisfy the conditions

(1.10)

2m >^

and

[

p(x)-2q(x)N-4m

dx < oo.

Furthermore, if (1.10) is valid, then there exist constants ci and c2 (0 < ci < c2 <
oo), depending only on N,m,qo = infq and the Lipschitz constant C for logp and

logq, such that

(LU)

ci f

Jrn

p-2r?-4mdx < IIA-1!!^)

<c2 [

Jrn

p 2rf-4mdx,

for all A > 0.
To specify Y)(Ax) we introduce the following spaces: Let w be a positive continuous function on R^. We denote by L2(w(x)dx) the space of all Lebesgue
measurable functions /: IR^ —>C whose norm
1/2

\L2(w(x)dx)

= ( /

\f(X)\2w(x)dx)

< OO,
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and by W2(w(x) dx) (k > 0 is an integer) the space of all functions / E L2(w(x) dx)
whose all distributional derivatives Daf of order |a| < k belong to L2(w(x) dx),
with norm
\1/2

\W*(w(x)dx)

=

\

/__,

\\^)af\\L2{w(x)dx)

|a|<fe

Here a = (ai,...,ajv)
is a multi-index with nonnegative
ai + • • • + aN and Da = d^/dx^1
■■■dx%N.

integer entries,

THEOREM 1.5. Let m,p and q satisfy the assumptions
addition, let there exist a constant C > 0 such that

(1.12)

\Dap(x)\ < Cp(x),

|a| =

stated above and, in

xERN,

for every multi-index a of order \a\ < 2m. Then R(Ax) = L2 implies

(1.13)

D(AA) = W22m(p(x)2 dx) n L2(p(x)2q(x)4m dx),

for all A > 0. In particular, ¡nf{p(z)2t7(z)4m|a; E Rn} > 0.
To formulate our trace class criterion we introduce the following spaces of kernels:
Again, let w be a positive continuous function on RN. We denote by L2(w(x) dx dy)
the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions / : RN x R^ —»C whose norm
\\fh2(w(x)dxdy)

= ( //
\JJrnxrn

\f(x,y)\2w(x)dxdy)

/

< 00,

and by W2'°(w(x)dxdy)
(k > 0 is an integer) the space of all functions / E
L2(w(x) dx dy) whose all distributional derivatives D%f of order |a| < k with respect to the x-variable belong to L2(w(x)dxdy),
with norm
Wf\\w^°{w{x)dxdy) = I 2^

\\Dxî\\L2(w(x)dxdy)

\\a\<k

We recall that a compact linear operator K on L2 is said to be of trace class if
the sum of all positive eigenvalues (repeated according to their multiplicity) of the
nonnegative compact operator (K*K)XI2 converges.
In our next result, K is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator

Kf(x)=

[

Jrn

k(x,y)f(y)dy,

on L2 of the form

xERN,fEL2,

whose kernel k is in L2(RN xRN).
THEOREM

1.6.

Let m,p

and q satisfy

the assumptions

stated

above and, in

addition, also (1.10) and (1.12). Let
(1.14)

k E W¡m<°(p(x)2 dxdy) n L2(p(x)2q(x)4m dx dy).

Then k E L2(RN x R^), and the integral operator K on L2 with the kernel k is of
trace class.

COROLLARY 1.7.

Let p E C2m be a positive function on RN which satisfies

(1.12) with p in place of p. Let us assume that there exists a number o > 0 such

that
(1.15)

/

p(x)~adx<oo.
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Let ß and 7 be real numbers, and let m, ß and 7 satisfy

(1.16)

TV

2m>7<

a

">^2

2m

and ^-ÄT^-a)^^-

Finally, let
(1.17)

kEW22m'°(p(x)20dxdy)nL2(p(x)2idxdy).

Then k E L2(RN x RN), and the integral operator K on L2 with the kernel k is of
trace class.
COROLLARY 1.8.

(1.18)

Let ß and 7 be real numbers, and let m,ß and 7 satisfy

TV
2m >-,

7>y

TV

and

2m
7 - — (27 - TV)< ß < 7.

Let
(1.19)

k E H/22m'°((l + \x[2)0dxdy)r\L2((l

+ [x\2ydxdy).

Then k E L2(RN x RN), and the integral operator K on L2 with the kernel k is of
trace class.
For TV= 1, Corollary 1.8 is due to Kamp, Lorentz, and Rejto [9]. More precisely,
instead of (1.18) they require that a = 2m be only a real number, and 1/2 < a < 1,
ß > 0, 7 > 0 and 7 — a(27 — 1) < ß. Note that the number a measures fractional
smoothness of the kernel k(x,y) with respect to the x-variable. We refer to Takác
[21, Theorem II.2.2] for an analogue of Theorem 1.6 in the case when a = 2m is
only a real number.
Finally we illustrate the optimality of our Theorem 1.6 with the following

EXAMPLE 1.9. Let m,p and q satisfy the assumptions stated before Def. 1.1
and, in addition, also (1.12). Let AA,A > 0, be the operator
Theorem 1.4. Then the operator

(1.20)

on L2 defined before

Kx=Ax-1(Ax-1y = M-1(H + \I)-iM-1

exists as a selfadjoint operator on L2 (cf. Kato [12, Chapter V, Theorem 3.24,
p. 275]), because A^1 is densely defined and closed on L2, by Theorem 1.4. Note

that K\ is possibly unbounded. Let us fix A > 0.
We claim that the following four statements
(i) Kx is of trace class;

are equivalent:

(ii) Aï1 E HS(L2);
(Hi) AxKx is defined everywhere and AA/fA E HS(L2);
(iv) m,p and q satisfy (1.10).
Moreover, if any of these four statements

is valid, then the kernel kx of K\ satisfies

also (1.14).
We postpone also the proofs of Corollaries 1.7, 1.8 and Example 1.9 until after

the proof of Theorem 1.6 in §6.
2. Proof of Proposition
1.2. To prove (1.7) and (1.8) we will find suitable
majorants for the kernels sx(x,y) and tx(x,y), and then apply results from Stein
[18] to these majorants.
We begin with the following estimate which is an easy
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consequence of Proposition 8.1: there exists a constant c > 0 such that, for every
n E (0,2m) with n > 2m —TV,there exists another constant C,, > 0 such that
(2.1)

\G2m(x)\<^(x)

= Cri\x[2m-N-r>e-c^,

ieR"\{0}.

We combine (1.3) and (2.1) to obtain
(2.2)

\sx(x,y)\

<Cr]Tx(x)-^\x-y[2m-N-^e-"^\x-y\,

for all x, y E RN, x ^ y, and A > 0. Since t\(x) > Xll2m by (1.2), we conclude from

(2.2) that
(2.3)

\sx(x,y)\ < X-1tx(x)n^(tx(x)(x

- y)),

for all x, y E RN, x ^ y, and A > 0. Applying (2.3) to the integral in (1.5) we arrive
at
(2.4)

|SA/(x)|

< A"1 sup |*T * /(a:)|,

t>o

for all x E RN, 0 < f E L2 and A > 0, where
(2.5)

$T(x) = rN$(rx),

ieRw\(0},i>0.

As usual, * denotes convolution.
By Stein [18, Chapter
pp. 62-63] there exists a constant C" > 0 such that

(2.6)

sup]<i>T*f(x)\< CMf(x),

III, §2.2, Theorem

2,

xERN,fEL2,

T>0

where Mf denotes the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal function associated with /.
Again by Stein [18, Chapter I, §1.3, Theorem 1, p. 5] there exists a constant

C" > 0 such that
(2-7)
||M/||L2<C"||/|U2,
fEL2.
Thus (1.7) follows from a combination of (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7).
To prove (1.8) we first observe that the Lipschitz continuity of logg on RN (with
a Lipschitz constant C > 0) implies the following two estimates:
(2.8)

\q(x)2m-q(y)2m\

= \[

-£«,(*

+ £(?/ - x))2m d£

\Jo "s

<2mC\x-y\

[

q(x + Ç(y - x))2m df,

./o

for all x,y E RN, and

(2.9)

q(v)<q(x)e°\*-"\,

x,yERN.

We combine (2.8) and (2.9), thus arriving at
(2.10)

\q(x)2m - q(y)2m\ < 2mCq(x)2m\x

- y[e2mClx^,

for all x,y E RN. Next we conclude from (1.2), (1.4), (2.2) and (2.10) that
(2.11)

\tx(x,y)\

<2mCCnTx(x)2rn^\x

- y\2m+l-N-rie-e^x^x-y\,

for all x,y E RN,x ^ y, and A > 0, where t/A(x) = ctx(x) - 2mC.
A0 = (4mC/c)2m. Then (1.2) implies

(2.12)

8x(x) > \ctx(x),

xeRn,X>X0.

We set
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We apply (2.12) to (2.11) to conclude that
(2.13)

|tA(SM,)| < 2mCCnTx(x)2m-r'\x

- y\2m+l-N-ne-(c/2)rx(x)\x-y\^

for all x,y ERN,x ¿ y, and A > A0. Finally, since rA(i) > A1/2m by (1.2), we
conclude from (2.13) that
(2.14)

\tx(x,y)\<X-l'2mTx(x)N*(rx(x-y)),

for all x, y 6 RN, x ^ y, and A > An, where
*(x) = 2mCCr)|x|2m+1-;v-'?e-(c/2>lIl,

igR^

{0}.

It is now easy to see that (1.8) follows from (2.14) by the same arguments
we used to derive (1.7) from (2.3).

which

3. Proof of Theorem
1.3. A 2m-fold application of Green's theorem shows
that HQ is a symmetric operator on L2. Furthermore, (1.1) yields
(3.1)

(Hou,u)>q2m\\u\[2L2,

uECo™.

Hence Ho is nonnegative.
In order to prove that Ho is essentially selfadjoint we
need to show that, for some A > 0, the operator Hq + XI is one-to-one. Here Hq
denotes the adjoint of Ho on L2. So it suffices to show that there exists a constant
An > 0 with the following property: given A > An and f E L2, the equation

(3.2)

(-A)mu + (q2m + X)u = f

has a unique solution u E L2 in the sense of distributions. In the course of the proof
of this statement we will derive also (1.9). We divide this proof into the following
three steps:
STEP 1. Given t > 0, let us set
(3.3)

G2Tm(x) = TN-2mG2m(rx),

xERN\{0}.

We note that G2m is the Fourier transform of the function [(27r|2/|)2m + r2m]~1 of
y E UN. In this step we will prove the following two results:
LEMMA 3.1.

There exist a constant

To > 0 and a nonnegative

function

g E

Li(RN) such that
(3-4)

\G(2Ti(x)\ < g(x),

for all x E RN \ {0} and t > tq, and
(3.5)
for all x,y

q(x)-2m\G(2Tl(x - y)\q(y)2m < g(x - y),
E RN,x

j^ y, and r > rn.

In particular,

the convolution

operator

f k->G2m * f is bounded on both spaces L2 and L2(q(x)~4m dx), for all r > r0.

PROPOSITION 3.2.
L2 and t >tq
(3.6)

Let r0 be the constant from Lemma 3.1. Let X > 0, u,f E

be given. Then equation (3.2) holds in V if and only if the equation
u = G&

* / + G2Tm* ](r2m - q2m - X)u]

holds in L2(q(x)~4m dx).

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. A combination of (2.1) and (3.3) implies
(3.7)

\G^m(x)\

< CT,T-"\x\2m-N-r'e-CT^,
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x E RN \ {0}, t > 0. Thus (3.4) follows from (3.7) by fixing an arbitrary r0 > 0.
To prove (3.5) we combine (2.9) with (3.7), thus arriving at
(3.8)

q(x)-2m\G2Tm(x
< C1)T-r>\x

- y)\q(y)2m
- y\^-N-Ve-(cr-2mC)\x-y\^

for all x,y E RN,x ± y, and r > 0. Hence, if we choose r0 = 4mC/c,
implies er —2mC > |cr, and therefore (3.5) follows from (3.8).
For example, we may choose To = 4mC/c and
g(x) = CnTÖr'\x\2m-N-r>e-^2^^,

xERN\

the t > t0

{0},

to satisfy both (3.4) and (3.5).
The boundedness of the convolution operator G2m* on L2 and L2(q(x)~4m dx)
follows from (3.4) and (3.5), respectively, combined with Young's inequality. The
corresponding operator norms of G2m* are bounded above by fRN g(x)dx, for all
T > T0.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2. Let r0 be the constant from Lemma 3.1. Let
A > 0, u, f E L2 and t > To be given. We will prove only that (3.2) implies (3.6),
because the converse follows by simply reversing the steps of the first implication.

So let (3.2) be valid. Then we have also
[(-A)m

+ T2mI]u = f + (r2m - q2m - X)u,

which means

(3.9)

{[(-A)m+T2mI}<l>,u)= (</>,
f) + (<l>,(T2m-q2m-\)u),

0€CO°°,

where (•,•) denotes the standard duality between Cq° and V. Next we observe
that the operator L = (—A)m + r2m/ is an isomorphism of S onto itself whose
inverse L~l is the convolution operator L~l = G2m*, (see (3.3) and the remark

thereafter). Thus (3.9) implies
(3.10)

(cb,u) = (G2Tm*<f>,f) + (G2Tm* J>,(r2m - q2m - X)u),

for all 0 E L(Cq°).

Applying Fubini's theorem to both summands

on the right-hand

side of (3.10) we obtain

(G(2Tm*<t>,f)=
( \f G2Tm(x-y)<t>(y)dyf(x) dx
Jrn Urn

= f

Jrn

\[

Urn

G2m(y- x)f(x) dx] <b(y)
dy = (<P,
G2Tm
* f),

and similarly,
(G2Tm * 0, (r2m - q2m - X)u) = (0, G2Tm* (r2m - q2m - X)u),

for all <bE L(Cq°).

Note that the function

G2m is radially symmetric,

and that

our application of Fubini's theorem is justified by (3.4) and (3.5) combined with
u, f E L2, <t>E L(Co°) and Young's inequality. Consequently, (3.10) becomes
(3.11)

(4>,u) = (<t>,G2Tm
* f) + (<p,G2Tm* (r2m - q2m - X)u),
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for all d) in L(Co°)- Since u, f E L2, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that G2m * f E L2
and G{2m* (r2m - q2m - X)u E L2(q(x)-4m dx). Note that (1.1) entails that L2 is
continuously imbedded into L2(q(x)~4m dx). Furthermore, L being an isomorphism
of S onto itself, the subspace L(Cq°) is dense in S and consequently also in L2. We
deduce from (3.11) and the Riesz representation theorem that we must have also
G2m * (r2m - q2m - X)u E L2, and the equation (3.6) is valid in L2. In particular,
it is valid also in L2(q(x)~4m dx). So we have proved Proposition 3.2.

STEP 2. Let r0 be the constant from Lemma 3.1. Let A > 0 and u, f E L2 be
given, and assume that the equation (3.2) is satisfied in D'. Then, by Proposition
3.2, also (3.6) is valid for all r > 0. In particular, X,u and / being fixed, there
exists a subset YI(t) e Rn of zero Lebesgue measure such that the equation (3.6)
holds pointwise at every point x E RN \YI(t), whenever r > rn. In (3.6) we want
to make a special choice of the parameter r in terms of z € R^, i.e. r = tx(x) (see
(1.2)). To justify this choice we need to show the following result:

PROPOSITION 3.3.

There exists a constant An > 0 with the following property,

if X > An and u, f E L2 satisfy the equation (3.2) in D' then the equation

(3.12)

u = Sxf + Txu

holds in L2(q(x)~4mdx).

PROOF. Given A > 0, let rA be the function defined by (1.2). By our assumptions, q satisfies (1.1) and logç is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on R^. It is
easy to verify that also rA satisfies the same assumptions with the same Lipschitz
constant C > 0 for logrA. Hence we can find a sequence {rAi„|n = 1,2,...}
of
Lebesgue measurable functions rA>n on R^ with the following two properties:
(a) rx<n(RN) = {tx,h(x)[x E Rn} is a countable subset of (0, oo), and
(b) Tx(x)2m <Tx,n(x)2m <Tx(x)2m + n-1,xERN,foralln
= l,2,....
For instance, given n > 1 and x E RN, there is a unique integer k > 0 such that
k/n < TX(x)2m <(k + l)/n. We may set TX,n(x) = [(k + l)/n]lt2m.
From now on we will assume that A > An, where the constant An > 0 is chosen

so large that Proposition 1.2 is valid, and also An > Tq7" where tq is the constant
from Lemma 3.1. In particular, (1.2) and (b) imply
(3.13)

rA,n(x)>rA(x)>A1/2"1>r0,

x E RN.

Next let us assume that the equation (3.2) is satisfied in V. Consequently, by
Proposition 3.2, (3.6) holds in L2(q(x)~4m dx) for all r > r0. It follows from (a)
and (3.13) that we may replace the parameter r in (3.6) by the function rA,n(a;),
thus obtaining

(3.14)

u(x) = G£r(X))

*m

+ G(2TmAx))* [(rx,n(x)2m - q2™ - X)u](x),

for all x E RN\nAi„, where the set fiAj„ = IJ{^(T)lr e Tx,n(RN)} has zero Lebesgue
measure.
In accordance with Definition 1.1 we introduce the following notation: given
A > An and n > 1, we define the functions
Sx,n(x,y)

= Tx<n(x)N~2mG2m(Tx,n(x)(x

- y))

and
tx,n(x,

y) = sx,n(x,

y)[Tx,n(x)2m

- q(y)2m - A],
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of the variable (x,y) E RN x RN,x ^ y. We denote by Sx,n and TA,n the integral
operators with the kernel sx,n(x,y) and tx,n(x,y), respectively. Recalling (3.3) we

observe that (3.14) reads
(3.15)

u(x) = Sx,nf(x)+TX,nU(x):

for a.e. x 6 RN and n = 1,2,_
Thus equation (3.12) will be verified as soon as we show that the operators Sx,n
and Tx,n are bounded from L2 into L2(q(x)~4m dx), and for all u,f E L2 and
0eL2(g(a:)4mdx)

(3.16)

<0,SA,n/)-O,S;J>

and
(3.17)

(<t>,Tx,nu)-* (<¡>,Txu)

as n —+oo. Note that, by Proposition 1.2 and (1.1), the operators
bounded from L2 into L2(<T(z)~4,"da,).

Sx and TA are

Combining (3.3) and (3.4) with Young's inequality we obtain 5A,n E B(L2).
Thus 5A,n is bounded also from L2 into L2(q(x)~4mdx), by (1.1). From (b) we
obtain
q(x)-2m\txAx,y)\<(l^n-\(x)-2m)\sx,n(x,y)\+q(x)-2m[sx,n(x,y)[q(y)2m,

x,y E RN,x t¿ y. Combining again (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) with (1.1) we deduce from
the last equality that
(3.18)

q(x)-2m\tx,n(x,y)\

< (2 + qo-2m)g(x-y),

x,y E RN, x ^ y, and A > An,n = 1,2,It follows by Young's inequality that
Tx,n is bounded from L2 into L2(q(x)~4m dx).

To prove (3.16) and(3.17) let us fix u,f E L2, d) E L2(q(x)4m dx) and A > A0.
First we combine (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) with (b) to obtain
sx,n(x,y)

— sx(x,y)

and

tx,n(x,y)

-> tx(x,y)

as n ^ oo, for all x,y E RN, x^y.
Here we have used that G2m E C°(RN \ {0}).
Then we apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to the sequences of

functions
<p(x)sx,n(x,y)f(y)

-* cp(x)sx(x,y)f(y)

4>(x)tx,n(x,y)u(y)

-> cb(x)tx(x,y)u(y)

and
of(x,y) E R^xR^,!
^ y,asn —>oo, thus obtaining (3.16) and (3.17), respectively.
In the case of (3.16), a dominating function is provided by \qb(x)\g(x - y)\f(y)\ E
Li(RN x RN) which is a consequence of (3.3), (3.4) and Young's inequality. In the
case of (3.17), a dominating function is provided by

(2 + qö2m)\Hx)\q(x)2mg(x

- y)[u(y)\ E Li(RN x RN)

as a consequence of (3.18) and Young's inequality. So we have proved Proposition

3.3.
Step

3. Let A0 be the constant from Proposition 3.3. Let A > A0 and u, f E L2

be given, and assume that equation

(3.2) is satisfied in D'. Then, by Proposition
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3.3, also (3.12) is valid. We deduce from (1.8) that we may choose An > 0 so large
that ||Ta||b(£2) < | whenever A > An- So the inverse (/ —TA)_1 exists in B(L2) for

all A > An, and (3.12) implies u = (I —TA)_15A/. We conclude that the equation
(3.2) has at most one solution u E L2. Hence Ho is essentially selfadjoint on L2. In
particular, the closure H of Ho coincides with Hq, and is selfadjoint. Since Ho is
nonnegative, so is H. Thus R(H + XI) = L2, for all A > 0. It follows that equation
(3.2) has at least one solution u E L2. We conclude that (1.9) is valid.
4. Proof of Theorem
1.4. Since H is the closure in L2 of the operator
i/o = (-A)m + M2m with the domain D(/70) = C^, we have C$m C D(//).
Given A > 0, we combine Theorem 1.3 with (3.1) to conclude that the operator
H + XI is one-to-one, and (H + XI)(Com) is a dense subspace of L2. Furthermore,
since p is a positive function from C2m, so is p_1, and Mp is an isomorphism of
Co™ onto itself. Hence the operator AA on L2 is densely defined, one-to-one, and
has dense range. In order to show that AA is closed it suffices to show that its
inverse A^"1 is closed. Indeed, A^"1 = M~l(H + A/)-1 is closed because M~l is
closed and (H + A/)-1 is bounded on L2.
We divide the proof of the Hilbert-Schmidt criterion for A^1 into two steps. In
Step 1 we will prove it for all A sufficiently large. In Step 2 we will extend this
result to the case when A > 0 is arbitrary.
STEP 1. Throughout this step we assume that A > 0 is so large that Proposition
1.2 and Theorem 1.3 are valid. We deduce from (1.8) that we may choose An so
large that ||Ta||b(l2) < \ whenever A > Ar> Since H is selfadjoint, (1.9) yields
(H + XI)-1 = S*x(I- TA*)-Xfor every A > An. Hence

(4.1)

A-1=M-1S*x(I-T*x)-\

A>A0.

Given A > A0, it follows that A"1 E HS(L2) if and only if M'^^

E HS(L2), and

¡WM-'S'xWhsíLz) < WA^Whsil,) < 2\\M-1S*x\\HS{L2)We recall from equation (1.5) that M~1Sxt is an integral operator with the kernel
p(x)~~1sx(y,x). Hence, in order to prove our Hilbert-Schmidt
criterion and (1.11),
for all A > An, we need to show only the following result:

PROPOSITION 4.1.

Letm,p

andq be as in Theorem 1.4. Let sx(x,y) be defined

by (1.3). Then there exist constants X'0 > 0 andc'i,c'2 (0 < c\ < c2 < oo), depending
only on TV,m and the Lipschitz constant C for logp, with the following properties:

(a) Given X > X'0, then we have p(x)~1sx(y,x)
m,p andq satisfy (1.10).
(b) // (1.10) is valid, then

(4.2)

c\ [

Jrn

p-2T^-4mdx<

if

JJrnxrn

<4

Í

E L2(RN x R-^) if and only if

P(x)-2\sx(y,x)\2dxdy

p-2r^-Amdx,

Jrn

for all A > Aq.
PROOF. Assume that A > 1 and p(x)~1sx(y,x)
have
p(x)-1sx(y,x)

E L2(RN x RN). By (1.3) we

= p(x)-1Tx(y)N-2mG2m(Tx(y)(y

- x)),
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for all x,y E RN,x ^ y. Using (2.9) with p in place of q we obtain that there is
a constant C > 0 (e.g. C = ec) such that p(x) < Cp(y), for all x,y ERN with
\x —y\ < 1. Applying this estimate to (4.3) we arrive at
(4.4)

p(x)-1\sx(y,x)\

for all x,yERN

> (C)-1p(y)-1rx(y)N-2m\G2m(Tx(y)(y-x))l

with 0< [x-y\ < 1. We set Yl= {(x,y) ERN xRN\0<

Tx(y)~1}- Note that rx(y) > Xl/2m,yE

\x-y\

<

RN, by (1.2), and A > 1 by our assumption.

Thus Tx(y) > l, y E RN, and consequently (4.4) holds for all (x,y) E Yl. We first
square both sides of (4.4), then integrate over the set fi, and finally apply Fubini's
theorem followed by a substitution z = Tx(y)(y — x) for x, with dz = rx(y)N dx,

thus obtaining

(4.5)

if p(x)-2\sx(y,x)\2dxdy
> (C'r2U
= (C)~2

p(y)-2rx(y)2N-Am\G2m(Tx(y)(y-x))[2dxdy
f

\G2m(z)\2dz-

J\z\<l

(

p(y)-2Tx(y)N-4mdy.

Jrn

Since the last two integrals are nonzero they must converge. Hence we have

(4.6)

c\ = (C'Y2 f

\Gim(z)? dz E (0, oo)

J\z\<l

and

(4.7)

f

p(y)-2Tx(y)N-4mdyE(0,oc).

Jrn

We deduce from (2.1) and (4.6) that G2m E L2(RN). Hence, by Parseval's identity,
the inverse Fourier transform

[(27r|y|)2m + 1]_1 of G2m must be in L2(RN).

It

follows that 2m > TV/2. Since (1.1) and (1.2) imply TX(y) < (1 + Ar3n-2m)1/2mT7(;y),
y € RN, we deduce from (4.7) and Am > TVthat (1.10) is valid. Furthermore,

(4.5)

implies the first estimate in (4.2), for all A > 1.
Assume now that (1.10) is valid. Recalling (2.2) we observe that there exists a
constant c > 0 such that, for every n E (0,2m), n > 2m —TV,there exists another
constant Cv > 0 such that
(4.8)

p(x)-1\sx(y,x)\<Cr,p(x)-1Tx(y)-r>\x-y\2m-N-r'e-c^y^-y\,

for all x,y E RN,x ^ y, and A > 0. We apply (2.9) with p in place of q to (4.8),
thus obtaining
(4.9)

p(x)-i\sx(y,x)\

<Crip(y)-1Tx(y)-r'\x-y\2m-N-r>e-

9x(y)\x-y\

for all x,y E RN,x ^ y, and A > 0, where 9x(y) = crx(y) - C. We set A0 =
max{l,(2C/c)2m}.
Then (1.2) implies (2.12) again, for all A > A0. We apply
(2.12) to (3.9) to conclude that
(4.10)

p(x)-1\sx(y,x)\

<Cr,p(y)-1Tx(y)-r>[x-y\2m-N-r'e-

(c/2)Tx(y)\x-y\
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for all x,y E RN,x ^ y, and A > X'Q. We first square both sides of (4.10), then
integrate with respect to x over R^, and finally substitute
with dz = (crx(y))N dx, thus arriving at

(4.11)

f

Jrn

z = crx(y)(x - y) for x,

p(x)-2\sx(y,x)\2 dx
< C2cN+2*-imu>N_iY(lm

- TV- 2r,)P(y)-2Tx(y)N-4m,

for all y E RN and A > X'0, where wjy-i is the surface area of a unit sphere in RN.
and the Euler gamma function arises from the integral
[

\z\*m-2N-2Ve-\z\

dz = W/V_ir(4m

_ N _ 2r,).

JR"

Note that 2m > TV/2 is the first hypothesis in (1.10). Since n has to satisfy only
n E (0,2m) and n > 2m - TV, we may choose it such that max{0,2m - TV} <
n < 2m - TV/2. Thus the last integral converges. Since (1.2) implies Tx(y) > q(y),
y E RN, we deduce from (4.11) and 4m > TVthat p(x)~1sx(y,x) E L2(RN x RN).
Furthermore, an integration of (4.11) with respect to y G RN implies the second
estimate in (4.2).
STEP 2. Let An be the constant specified at the beginning of Step 1. It follows
from the proofs of Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 that the constants A0 and C
in these two results depend only on N,m and the Lipschitz constant C for logq.
Let A0 be the constant from Proposition 4.1. Hence we may choose An so large
that also An > Aq, where An depends only on TV,m and the Lipschitz constant C
for logp and logg. By Step 1, our Hilbert-Schmidt
criterion and (1.11) are valid
for every A > An. To extend this result to the case when A > 0 let us consider the
resolvent identity for the operator H on L2, i.e.

(H + XI)-1 -(H

+ pi)'1

= (p - X)(H + XI)-\H

A,p > 0. These inverses belong to B(L2)

as a consequence

■+pi)'1,
of Theorem

1.3 and

(3.1). It follows that
A^1-A;1

= (p-A)A-1(//

+ p/)-1,

A,p>0.

Since (H+pI)-1 E B(L2) for p > 0, we deduce that A'1 E HS(L2) for some A > 0
implies A"1 E HS(L2) for all p > 0. This argument extends our Hilbert-Schmidt
criterion to all A > 0, i.e. A^1 E HS(L2) if and only if (1.10) holds. Assume now

that (1.10) holds. Thus (1.11) holds for all A > A0, by Step 1. The last identity
shows that
\\A-/\\hs{l2)

< [1 + Ao||(# + A/)-1b(z,2)]||A-ÍhS(L2),

for all A,p € [0,A0]. Moreover, (3.1) entails [\(H + A/)-1||iJ(L2) < c^2™, A > 0.
Hence
l|A;1||HS(L2)<(l
+ Ao9o2m)Pr1|liiS(i.2))

for all A,p 6 [0, A0]- This inequality extends (1.11) to the case when A > 0 is
arbitrary.
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1.5. We begin with the proof of the following special

case of (1.13):
(5.1)

D(H) = W¡mC\L2(q(x)4mdx).

Clearly Cq° is dense in both W2m and L2(q(x)4m dx), and consequently

also in

~W2m— W2m D L2(q(x)4m dx) with the natural Hilbert space structure induced by
those of W2m and L2(q(x)4m dx). First we observe that i/o is a bounded linear

operator
L2 both
to prove
with the
equation
3 in the
f E L2,

from "W2mfoto L2 with dense domain. Hence "W2mE Y>(H), since W2m C
algebraically and topologically, and H is the closure of Ho in L2. In order
that D(ZT) C T^2m it suffices to prove that there exists a constant An > 0
following property: given A > An and f E L2, every solution u E L2 of
(3.2) (in the sense of distributions)
satisfies u E yû2m- According to Step
proof Theorem 1.3 we may choose An so large that, given A > An and
equation (3.2) has a unique solution u E L2 in V. Moreover, we have

u = (I - TA)"1SA/ = Sx*(I - T;)-1/,
(5.2)

A > A0. Since by (3.2) we have

[(-A)m + XI]u = f - q2mu

in V, it suffices to show that q2mu E L2. In fact, then (5.2) entails u E W2m
by a simple Fourier transformation argument, and so u E "W^m- To prove that
q2mu = M2m5A(/ - T^)-1/ E L2, we need to prove only the following result:

PROPOSITION 5.1.
constant

Let m and q be as in Theorem 1.5.

Then there exists a

An > 0 such that M2m5A E B(L2) for all X > An, and moreover,

there

exists a constant C > 0 such that

(5-3)

[\M2mS*x\\B{L2)<C,

X>X0.

PROOF. It follows from (1.5) that M2mSx is an integral operator on L2 with
the kernel q(x)2msx(y,x). Next we conclude from (1.2),, (2.2) and (2.9) that
(5.4)

\q(x)2msx(y,x)\

< C„TX(yrXm-"\x-y\*m-N-'>e-

9x(y)\x-y\

for all x,y E RN,x ^ y, and A > 0, where 8x(y) = crx(y) — 2mC. We set A0 =
(4mC/c)2m. Then (1.2) implies (2.12) again, for all A > A0. We apply (2.12) to
(5.4) to conclude that
(5.5)

\q(x)2msx(y,x)\

< CriTx(y)2m-r}\x

- y\2m-N-rie^c'2)T^y^x-y\,

for all x, y E RN, x ^ y, and A > An- We conclude that
(5.6)

\q(x)2msx(y,

i)| < 22m-N^Tx(y)N^Tx(y)(x

- y)),

for all x,y E RN,x ^ y, and A > A0, where the function $ has been defined by
(2.1). It is now easy to see that (5.3) follows from (5.6) by the same arguments
which we have used in the proof of Proposition 1.2 to derive (1.7) from (2.3).
Thus we have verified (5.1). hence, in order to finish the proof of (1.13) we need
to prove only the following result:

PROPOSITION 5.2.
on RN which satisfies

Let k > 0 be an integer, and let p be a positive function
both p E Ck and (1.12) for every multi-index

a of order
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|a| < k. Let w be a positive continuous function on RN. Then Mp is an algebraic
and topological isomorphism of W2 (p(x)2w(x) dx) onto W2(w(x)dx).

PROOF. An elementary computation shows that (1.12) is valid also for p_1 in
place of p. Clearly M"1 = Mp-\ if we conceive Mv and Mp-\ as linear operators
on L2,ioc(RJV). Hence it suffices to prove that Mp is a bounded linear operator
from W2(p(x)2w(x)dx)
into W2(w(x)dx).
In fact, in this result we may replace
p by p_1, and w by p2w to conclude that M~x is a bounded linear operator from
W2(w(x)dx) into W!f(p(x)2w(x)dx).
Since Cq is dense in W2(w(x) dx), and Mp is a one-to-one mapping of Cq onto
itself, the desired boundedness of Mp from W%(p(x)2w(x)dx)
into Wk(w(x)dx)
follows from the following claim: there exists a constant Ck > 0 such that
(5-7)

\\P(t)\\w^(w(x)dx)

^ Gk\\({>\\w^{p{x)2w{x)dx),

for all <j)E CkTo prove this claim we take a multi-index a = (ai,... ,a^) of order |a| < k,
and <j>eCq. We apply the Leibnitz formula to calculate the partial derivative

(5.8)

Da(p4>)= Yl C(S,e)D6p-D'4>.
8+e=a

Here C(6, e) are positive integers which can be calculated

explicitly in terms of the

multi-indices 6 and e. Note that C(6, e) = 1 for <5= (0,..., 0). We apply (1.12) for
6 to (5.8) to obtain a constant Ck > 0 such that

|D"(p0)|<Cj:p£|D£0|

onR",

for all 4>S Cq. Here e < a means e, < a¿ for all i = 1,..., TV. Hence, making use
of Cauchy's inequality, we obtain another constant Ck' > 0 such that

\Da(p4>)\2<C,:p2J2\D£p\2 onRw
£<a

for all cp E Cq- Finally we integrate this estimate over R^ with respect to the
measure w(x) dx, and then sum these integrals up with respect to a, |a| < k, thus

arriving at (5.7).

6. Proof of Theorem 1.6. By Theorem 1.4, (1.10) implies A^1 E HS(L2),
for all A > 0. Note that R(AA) = D(A^) = L2. Hence (1.13) is valid by Theorem
1.5. We set M2m - W22m(p(x)2dx) n L2(p(x)2q(x)4m dx) with the natural Hubert
space structure induced by those of W2m(p(x)2 dx) and L2(p(x)2q(x)4m dx). By
the closed graph theorem, AA is a bounded linear operator from V2m onto L2.
Thus (1.14) shows that the functions k(x,y) and b(x,y) = [Axk(-,y)](x) of (x,y) E
RN x RN are in L2(RN x R^), and b(x,y) is the kernel of an integral operator

B E HS(L2).

(6.1)

We claim that, given A > 0, we have

R(K) C D(AA)

and

AXK = B.
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In fact, given f E L2 and <¡>
E D(AA), we employ Fubini's and Green's theorems to

obtain

(6.2)

/

Jrn

4>(x)Bf(x)dx= if

<p(x)[Axk(-,y)](x)f(y)dxdy

JJrnxrn

=

J JrnxRN

= f
Since Ax is closed, its adjoint

A*x(b(x)k(x,y)f(y)dxdy

A*x(b(x)Kf(x)dx.

A*x is densely defined (cf. Kato [12, Chapter

III,

Theorem 5.29, p. 169]). Thus (6.2) and Bf E L2 imply Kf E D(AA*)and Bf =
A*x*Kf. Again, since AA is closed, we have A*x*= Ax- We conclude that (6.1) is
valid. In particular, we have AxK E HS(L2) for every A > 0.
In order to finish our proof we factorize K as K = A^1(AA/i), A > 0. Since
both factors are in HS(L2), we conclude that K is of trace class (cf. Kato [12,

Chapter X, §1.3, p. 521]).
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.7.

We set p = pß and q = p^-0)/2m.

An easy

computation shows that also p and q satisfy (1.12). In particular, both logp and
log q are uniformly Lipschitz continuous on RN. Furthermore, we have po = inf p >

0, by Proposition 8.2. Thus q satisfies (1.1), since 7 > ß by (1.16). Finally (1.15)
and (1.16) imply (1.10), and (1.17) implies (1.14). The desired conclusion follows
now from Theorem

Proof

1.6.

of Corollary

1.8. Let p(x) = (l + |z|2)1/2, x e Rn. Clearly p

satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1.7 with any a > TV. We choose a such that

7 - (2m/TV)(27-a)=

ß. Then (1.18) implies both (1.15) with a > TV,and (1.16).

Finally (1.19) implies (1.17). Thus we can apply Corollary 1.7 to obtain the desired
conclusion.

PROOF OF EXAMPLE 1.9. 1. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is a direct consequence of the definition of trace class.
2. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from R(Ä"A) C D(AA) and
Graph(AxKx)

C Graph^A"1)*).

3. The equivalence of (ii) and (iv) follows from Theorem 1.4.
4. Let us now assume that these four statements are valid. Let fcA and 6A
denote the kernels of the integral operators Kx and AAKA, respectively. By (i) and
(iii) we have fcA,&AE L2(RN x R^). The same arguments which we used in the
proof of Theorem 1.6, and a calculation similar to (6.2) yield fcA(-,y) E D(AA) and
Axkx(-,y) = bx(-,y), for a.e. y E RN. By (ii), we can apply Theorem 1.5 to conclude

that the kernel fcAsatisfies (1.14), since kx(-,y) = Ax~1bx(-,y), for a.e. y E RN.
7. Concluding
remarks.
following three results:

Our proof of the formula (1.9) is based on the

(i) There is An > 0 such that Sx E B(L2) for all A > A0(ii) There is A0 > 0 such that TA E B(L2) with \\Tx\\B(l2) < 1 for all X > A0.
(iii) The operator Ho on L2 is nonnegative and essentially selfadjoint.
We proved these three results under the assumptions on q stated at the beginning
of §1. Let us now assume that q is only positive and continuous on R^, and satisfies
(1.1). Then the proof of Proposition 1.2 shows that (i) stays valid. If, in addition,
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(ii) and (iii) are valid then we still can prove (1.9) using similar arguments as in

the proof of Theorem 1.3.
The statement

(ii) is valid if the following condition is satisfied:

there are con-

stants An > 0, a E (0,1], C > 0 and c' E (0, c) such that
(7.1)

\q(x)2m - q(y)2m\ ■\x - y[~a < C'q(x)2mec'^oWI*-»!,

for all x,y E RN, x ^ y. Here c > 0 is the constant from Proposition 8.1. It is easy
to see that (7.1) can be substituted for (2.10) in the proof of Proposition 1.2. Then

(1.8) has to be replaced by
(7-2)

\\Tx\[B{L2)<CX-a/2m,

The statement

A>A0.

(iii) is valid if m = 1 (cf. Wienholtz

[25]), or if q satisfies both

(7.1) and
(7.3)

q(y)<Cq(x)ec'\x-y\

x,y ERN.

Again, it is easy to see that (7.3) can be substituted

for (2.9) in the proof of Theorem

1.3.
Our formula (1.9) can be used to estimate the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm of the
resolvent (H + A/)-1 with arbitrary precision as A —►oo. Namely, we have the
Neumann series
oo

(H + Xir^J^TxSx
n=0

in B(L2), and the estimate (1.8). It is easy to compute the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
of the operator Sx to obtain the first approximation, whereas this task may be
difficult in the case of ¿~2n°=o
TT^a for n0 large. In the case m = 1, the quantity
\\(H + \I)~1\\hs{l2) was computed by Titchmarsh [23, §17.11] and Otelbaev [15]
with precision of order A-1/2 as A —►
00 under slightly weaker conditions than (7.1)
and (7.3), but the condition q~~< E Li(RN) for some 7 > 0. We are not aware
of any other method than (1.9) which would enable us to compute the quantity
\\(H + XI)~1\\hs(l2)
with precision higher than A_1/2m as A —►
00. As it is shown
in the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, the formula (1.9) seems to be relevant also

for other computations.
norms of the operators

For instance, we can estimate also the Hilbert-Schmidt
(H + A/)~w and A^u

= Mpl(H

+ A/)-"

for u E (0,1)

(cf. TakáC [21, Theorem V.l.l]).
8.

Appendix.

Let m > 1 be an integer.

We denote by G2m the Fourier

transform of the function [(2ir\y\)2m + l]"1 of y E RN.
PROPOSITION 8.1. We have G2m E C°°(RN \ {0}), and there exists two constants c > 0 and C > 0 such that, for all x E RN \ {0},

' Clxl2"^
(8.1)

In particular,

|G2m(x)|ecW <

the estimate

ifN>2m;

C(l + |log|z||)

ifN = 2m;

C

ifN<2m.

(2.1) is valid.

A proof of this result can be found in Takáí [21, Proposition VII.1.1]. It makes
use of standard methods for asymptotics of the Fourier transform of an analytic

function (cf. John [8, Chapter III]).
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Let p be a positive function on RN such that log/3 is uni-

formly Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant C > 0. If

(8.2)

/ p(x)dx <oo,
Jrn

then p(x) —>0 as \x\ —>oo.

PROOF. Making use of (2.9) with p in place of q we obtain
C = sup{p(x + h)/p(x)[x, h E RN, \h\ < 1} < oo.
Let us assume that there exists a sequence {xn}^=i in R^ such that Co = inf{p(xn)|
n > 1} > 0 and |in| —►
oo as n —►
oo. Passing to a subsequence if necessary we
may assume that |zn-i-i| > |x„| + 2, n > 1. Then we have, for all n > 1,

(8.3)

p(xn + h)> c0/C,

Since the unit balls Bi(xn)

h E RN, \h\ < 1.

= {x E RN\ \x — xn\ < 1} are pairwise disjoint,

(8.3)

contradicts (8.2).
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